ROLE-BASED VISIBILITY
Bringing Clarity and Efficiency to Enterprises
Enterprises today can capture and store vast amounts of data but sifting through an
abundance of unnecessary information wastes time, energy and ultimately money. How
can businesses unlock the true power of data — and access what really matters?

The Answer: Role-Based Visibility
This capability results in accessible and actionable information tailored to each position,
improving efficiency for both the individual and the enterprise. Data is organized and
displayed in modern, digestible and personalized formats.
Role-based visibility is an imperative aspect of any business intelligence dashboard,
especially as the industry turns more toward self-service.
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Reach Your Full Potential with Industry-Leading Business Intelligence Tools
Whether you’re a CIO or frontline business manager, role-based visibility can change the way you think about data — with this
ability, analyzing business intelligence goes from irritating to inspiring.
Role-based visibility brings numerous advantages:
•

Improved efficiency at each tier of your organization.
Ensure each employee has the right information at key
times to inform swift decisions in response to real-time
updates.

•

Personalize displays and functionality for ultimate
control. Organize your data the way that’s best for you.
Access broad overviews to support enterprise-wide
decision making or develop narrow, yet incredibly
precise, reports.

•

Utilize sharing capabilities with colleagues or accounts.
Get the conversation started, with the data to back it
up. Sharing capabilities allow you to communicate
necessary information across an enterprise or accounts
— without worrying about data discrepancies.

•

Ensure sensitive data is protected. Have peace-of-mind
knowing that sensitive information is only accessible to
those with the proper credentials.

Deliver Timely, Useful Data-Driven Solutions
Our responsive business intelligence Smart Dashboards put your enterprise’s needs first. Eliminate laborious processes and
archaic design — our modern, high performance dashboards utilize HTML5 graphics to deliver an unmatched experience. The
inclusion of role-based visibility makes analyzing, tracking and sharing seamless for everyone involved.
Want to see how it works for yourself? Request a demo today.
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